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contents
This portfolio aims to convey the 
foundational values that are appar-
ent regarding primary ambitions and 
what field of architectural work that 
Henry is passionate about. 

Henry worked on a thesis for his last 
year at Carnegie Mellon University, 
which dealt with the Korean unifica-
tion process, speculating both phys-
ical and emotional connections that 
can facilitate the unification process 
through these volatile times. 

Through understanding traditional 
architecture, Henry wishes to explore 
unprecedented territory regarding ex-
panding into other fields of study such 
as public policy and urban planning 
while tying it back to architecture. 

curriculum vitae

thesis
Han(한) - Experimental Connections for a Unified Korea

housing archipelago
Affordable Housing among West Chelsea’s Rising Gentrification 

saco lake bathhouse
One’s Immersion in the Environment 

new media center
Making Space to Converge Under Media and Culture

eco-morphology
Passive and Active Systems in Pittsburgh, Strip Disctrict Housing

building detail
Environmental Charter School - Wall Details

building study
Analysis through Drafting and Model-Making
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education

analog
Sketching
Drawing
Drafting
Model Making
Woodworking

digital
Rhinoceros 3D
AutoCAD
Revit
Sketchup
Photoshop
Illustrator
Indesign
Grasshopper
VRay
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Excel
Microsoft Powerpoint

fabrication
Lasercutting
CNC Router
3D Printing

languages
English (fluent)
Korean (above-average)
Spanish

curriculum vitae

skills

carnegie mellon university
Bachelor’s degree of Architecture 2013-19
College of Fine Arts
School of Architecture

relevant classes
Environmental & Climate Studies
History of Sustainable Architecture
Real Estate
Issues and Ethics of Architecture
GIS Data Mapping

bronx high school of science
Architectural Drafting
Applied Science
Animal Behavior

awards

2018 KAYF scholarship award
This scholarship was intended to 
encourage young Korean Americans who 
demonstrate their potentials to become 
socially responsible leaders who make 
positive impacts in their communities. 

lee engineering co. // intern // sept-jan 2015
Lee Engineering Co. is a company that specializes in plumbing and engineering, but also 
does architectural work as well with a fully licensed project manager on staff. 

>Assisted in looking over and producing various drawings on AutoCAD of floor plans, 
elevations, section cuts, etc. 

>Also assisted in accompanying the architect to sites and take pictures while sketching out 
floor plans for renovations. 

sndbox // intern // jun-aug 2018
Assisted in developing creative and educational programs that help integrate a community, 
business, or creative project with emerging tools of the blockchain world. 

>Currently developing a website that curates all thesis research, where it incorporates 
architecture, public policy, blockchain, and cryptocurrency development. 

habitat for humanity // volunteer // jun-aug 2016
Assisted in constructing housing for the less fortunate on numerous sites around the Queens 
and Brooklyn area, and took part in various types of work including home construction and 
landscaping. 

asian student association // design chair // spring 2014
Took part in the design process behind the interior design and overall structure of the booth. 
In addition to sharing opinions and ideas, there were structural concepts and construction 
methods that were learned and applied. 

>1st place booth in the “Organization” division. 

experience

curriculum vitae
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This thesis proposal focuses on the social lens on the current situation between North and 
South Korea. In the social lens, we think about the present emotions of the people from both 
countries, and their imagined interactions in spaces that primarily exist along the DMZ. But 
these spaces don’t exist as just the physical, but rather an emotional connection as well. 

thesis // spring 2018-19 
Han(한) - Experimental Connections for a Unified Korea
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exaggerated korea model, close-up view

overall interventions diagram

speculated future render collage

Pyongyang

Seoul

LEGEND

- Series of Truck Stops

- Crane Observation Initiative

- Inter-Korean Olympic 
Training

- DMZ Ski Resort

- Dams Constructed to restrict 
ecological flow of water across 
border

- Archipelago in the Sky

thesis



The building design’s orientation uses 
passive solar strategies as the primary 
driver behind the massing of the 
building, where the sun path lines up 
with the prevailing wind direction of 
New York City, thus letting in both 
natural sunlight and natural ventilation 
with the addition of windows on the 
east and/or west facade. The project 
aims to hit maximum FAR, whilst 
retaining core passive strategies.

housing archipelago // fall 2017 
Affordable Housing among West 
Chelsea’s Rising Gentrification 
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3rd floor // lower housing 

e-w section cut

lasercut model photos

housing archipelago

lasercut model photos
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dual aspect unit (top) // single family + studio unit w/ kitchen variant (bottom)

microcluster / cluster unit w/ communal space
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Bathhouses are places where users come to cleanse both their body and mind. These 
baths serve as dynamic spaces that aim to achieve a balance between the baths and the 

environment. Inspired by SHoP Architects’ Dunescape installation, each wooden slab is 
individually carved to match the appropriate program, whilst aligning with the respective 

topography. 

saco lake bathhouse // spring 2015 
One’s Immersion in the Environment
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main plan

section cut // relaxation space + bath

section cut // sauna space
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This project addresses East Liberty as a city, and the need for a central gathering space. The 
form creates an under-space which is accessible to the public, in an effort to present an 
opportunity for people in East Liberty to gather. There is a simple geometry involved that 
consist of 3 L-shaped blocks stacked on top of each other, with the last block being rotated 
outwards, therefore creating an under space that provides the central gathering space that 
East Liberty as a district lacks.

new media center // spring 2016 
Making Space to Converge Under Media and Culture
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section perspective

new media center

program massing model staircase fragment model
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Water is thought of not only as a driver of landscaping, but also as a medium for harnessing 
and distributing solar energy; the system of bioswales and pipes is complemented with the 

use of concrete as thermal mass to enable thermal lag. The addition of pipe trellis structures
provide an under condition for a gathering space next to the existing urban city conditions, in 

addition to trelllis structures under key locations on the sky bridge, where people can access
the upper levels of housing from the bridge itself.

eco-morphology // fall 2017 
Passive and Active Systems in Pittsburgh, Strip District Housing
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skybridge // render 3D-printing pen // model
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legend // a

1 // double glazed glass
2 // opening profile
3 // lower profile
4 // 5” thick rigid insulation
5 // 1” by 6” bamboo rainscreen panel
6 // drainage plane material
7 // CS-2 climateshield rainscreen clip
8 // 3/4” drywall
9 // hardwood flooring
10 // 3.5” thick metal decking
11 // wide flange beam
12 // secondary beam
13 // 7/16” structural sheathing
14 // cor-a-vent sv5 siding vent
15 // CSSR-8 climateshield starter rail
16 // vapor barrier
17 // 4” metal stud w/ BAT insulation
18 // steel column
19 // open web steel joist
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legend // b

1 // rubber roof barrier
2 // 2” by 8” wood block
3 // aluminum flashing
4 // 1” by 6” bamboo rainscreen panel
5 // CS-2 climateshield rainscreen clip
6 // drainage plane material
7 // 7/16” structural sheathing
8 // 5” rigid insulation
9 // vapor barrier
10 // wide flange beam
11 // secondary beam
12 // 4 “ metal stud w/ BAT insulation
13 // steel column
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These building details are part of a project proposal involving the construction of a school in 
Larimer, Pittsburgh. The concept design involves the implementation of passive and active 
systems, including the building details. Other considerations include the constraints being 
used as opportunities when developing the conceptual design. 

building detail // spring 2017 
Environmental Charter School - Wall Details
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The Vienna Werkbund Houses were analyzed as a case study for understanding the 
methodology behind drafting drawing essentials such as floor plans, section cuts, and 
elevations. Multiple models were made using basswood and chipboard in order to 
comprehend presentation of key spaces and concepts of the design. 

building study // fall 2013 
Analysis through Drafting and Model-Making
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assembled basswood model

elevation draft

building study

chipboard model overview

1st floor plan draft


